
VIC VICE is a virtual reality platform that
will allow students to see, touch and 
experience different workplaces.

360 degree video with 
interactive touchpoints

Video-game style simulations
and activities

A revolutionary new careers education platform

Introducing

VIC VICE
to secondary schools

Find out more:

VIC VICE will feature two types of content:

To find out how you can access 
Virtual Reality Careers 
experiences in your classroom, 
contact your LLEN:

This fully-facilitated VR experience will be 
available in Victorian classrooms by late 2023. 
For secondary schools, VIC VICE is accessible 
through your Local Learning Employment 
Network (LLEN). 

Engaging video content featuring real 
people working in different industries, 
with opportunities for students to 
interact with the environment 
throughout. 

Using both headsets and handheld 
controllers, students will navigate 
through a digitally generated virtual 
world as they take on a series of 
simulated workplace activities.

Students can now have a firsthand
experience of hard-to-reach
industries, eliminating barriers related
to geography, COVID 19 or workplace
safety

Build career awareness and aspiration 
in students using a modern and 
engaging platform

vicvice.com.au
bookings@nmllen.com.au

mailto:bookings@nmllen.com.au


Agriculture

VIC VICE currently offers the following experiences across several
industries:

Industry Experiences

AGRICULTURE

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Engages two teenage
farm hands showing the

difference between a
traditional rotary dairy

and a high tech
automated farm and

dairy

DAIRY FARMING

The meat industry is more
than you think, learn

elements of various roles
including quality

assurance, product
preparation, packing,

tracking and distribution. 

MEAT PROCESSING
Be taken inside a

protective cropping grow
house, hear how to care
for the crop, pick at the
perfect time and ensure

you pack correctly for the
buyer.

CROPPING

Hear what excites the
educators of our earliest
learners, it’s where it all

begins.

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION Looking after the elderly

to extend their life
involves many things,
including creating a

caring and stimulating
living environment.

AGED CARE

Hear from job coaches
and their clients on how

to work together and
engage people with

disabilities in work life.

WORKING WITH
DISABILITIES



TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS

Hear from both female
and male apprentices
and what a typical day

working on trucks looks
like.

The transport industry
just isn’t about trucks,

there are forklift drivers,
reach stackers and fleet
controllers, supporting

the transport industry to
move containers and

goods around the
country.

A look inside Cotton On's
massive distribution
Centre at Avalon, see
how online orders are

processed.

HEALTH

DEISEL MECHANIC FORKLIFT & LOGISTICS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE

Communication in
Health
Infection Control 
Rehabilitation

VIDEO-GAME STYLE
SIMULATIONS

See what's behind the
smile and navigate the
nooks and crannies of

dental care in VR.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
“Knead” to know more?

Get hands-on with
myotherapy in VR

MYOTHERAPY

vicvice.com.au


